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Abstract
One of the key components which ensures the acceptance
of web search service is the web page ranker - a component
which is said to have been the main contributing factor to
the early successes of Google. It is well established that
a machine learning method such as the Graph Neural Net-
work (GNN)[10, 11] is able to learn and estimate Google’s
page ranking algorithm. This paper shows that the GNN
can successfully learn many other web page ranking meth-
ods e.g. TrustRank, HITS and OPIC. Experimental results
show that GNN may be suitable to learn any arbitrary web
page ranking scheme, and hence, may be more flexible than
any other existing web page ranking scheme. The signifi-
cance of this observation lies in the fact that it is possible
to learn ranking schemes for which no algorithmic solution
exists or is known.
1. Introduction
The World Wide Web (WWW) can be seen as a repos-
itory of huge collections of information. Latest estimates
[8] the size of the WWW to exceed 40 billion pages. This
presents a unique challenge to information retrieval prob-
lems. Information retrieval deals with the relevancy of a
certain piece of information based on certain retrieval cri-
terion. Web search services provide a means of identifying
documents which contain information on a subject area that
is relevant to a given query. Due to the size of the WWW,
it is very common that a large number of documents can
be identified to match a given query string. To help guide
users towards finding the best matching documents, a rank-
ing mechanism is employed. Common methods for ranking
are either based on relevancy such that documents are or-
dered from most relevant to least relevant, or on popularity
where documents are ordered from most popular to least
popular. It is important to understand that the term popular-
ity is normally the result of link analysis and not the result
of user feedback. It is found that most of the research per-
formed on page ranking methods for web pages are based
on numerical methods such as in [1, 7, 9].
The general purpose of a ranking algorithm is to impose
an order on relevant Web pages. For example, a Web search
engine responds to a search query with a set of relevant Web
pages which are listed in the order of rank. Ranking algo-
rithms can be based on various criteria such as link struc-
ture only, document property based only, and a combination
of the former. For example, PageRank is a structure only
ranking scheme, whereas TrustRank uses a combination of
structure and a trust value as a property of Web pages.
This paper shows that a suitably trained machine learn-
ing method called Graph Neural Network (GNN) can pro-
duce a generic model to encompass different types of the
numerical page ranking methods. More precisely, the GNN
can be viewed as a more generic ranking mechanism to the
existing numerical ranking method for Web pages.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2,
we will give a brief introduction to GNN. Section 3 presents
experimental results when training GNN on various ranking
algorithms, and conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2 Graph Neural Network and Related Work
In general, neural networks are trained on sample repre-
sentative patterns and, once trained, can generalize over un-
seen data. The GNN is a relatively new class of neural net-
work based algorithms capable of processing general types
of inputs in terms of graphs [3] in a supervised manner. A
GNN computes the outputs of a graph based on informa-
tion pertaining to the a node in the graph, its neighborhood
nodes, and links. Each node processes information local to
the node 1, and the inputs to the current node. Each node
uses a multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture to process
this information as inputs, except that the MLP architecture
does not have any output layer. In other words, each node
uses the hidden layer neurons as the outputs to other internal
nodes. It is only at the output nodes of the graph that there
will be the output layer of the MLP. To reduce the number
of variables, the same number of hidden layer neurons is
used in each MLP pertaining to each node.
The unknown weights of the overall architecture can be
trained using an extension of the standard recursive neural
network training algorithm [2]. Once trained the GNN may
be used to compute unknown outputs for any given input
1In GNN, both links and nodes may contain useful information.
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from the problem domain. The GNN is suitable to be ap-
plied to the web page ranking problem since it is able to
process labelled directed graphs, and hence, is able to pro-
cess information which can be relevant to the ranking of the
web documents. In other words, a GNN can process graphs
in which nodes represent web pages, and labels attached to a
node which may represent the content of the associated web
page. It is noted that the GNN is unique in its capabilities.
Previous machine learning approaches to the processing of
graphs where limited to acyclic graphs, and hence, would
be unsuitable to be applied to the WWW domain.
Supervised learning means that a desired network re-
sponse (the desired output) to a network input is available
during the learning process. In other words, the learning
process aims to find parameters which lead from a given
input to a desired output. A trained network is said to
model the underlying task. For instance, when attempting
to train an GNN on data for which the desired output is the
PageRank value of a web page, then we aim at creating a
model of the PageRank algorithm. More specifically, for
web page ranking applications, we assign the known rank
value to a selected number of web pages as the supervised
set. Then, the GNN is trained using the information on these
web pages together with the assigned target values. Once
trained the GNN may be used to predict the rank value of
other web pages for which the ranking has not been deter-
mined. A formal description of the GNN training algorithm
is presented in [3] and will not be addressed here.
It was found that the application of the GNN to the task
of ranking web pages is not a straight-forward task. We
found that the GNNs ability to learn a given ranking scheme
can greatly depend on domain features being suitably pre-
sented. For example, PageRank and OPIC are ranking al-
gorithms which are exclusively based on link analysis, and
hence, it could be assumed that a GNN trained successfully
on PageRank would also be able to be successful learning
OPIC by using the same input dataset. However, it is found
that this is not the case. The training dataset need to be
designed carefully for any given ranking scheme. This re-
quires an appropriate approach to the:
(a) Labeling of the training dataset: For example, it will
be shown that for PageRank it is sufficient to just provide
the link matrix of the nodes (without labels) while HITS
it is important to provide labels to the edges to represent
directional graphs for satisfactory results.
(b) Selection of the training dataset: For example, it is
shown that when addressing TrustRank a randomly selected
training set results in a GNN only to be able to achieve 55%
accuracy while with a balance selection of training set, GNN
is able to achieve 86% accuracy.
GNN has been demonstrated to be able to learn
and predict PageRank as well as adaptive PageRank
effectively[11]. There are also various work performed on
unsupervised machine learning methods [5, 6] using Self-
Table 1. Performance of a trained GNN when
applied to the test set of 6,835,644 pages.
Ranking Scheme Performance
PageRank 99.27%
Adaptive PageRank 95.05%
TrustRank (random seeds) 55.63%
TrustRank (balanced seeds) 86.57%
HITS 42.86%
OPIC 88.36%
organizing Map for Structured Data (SOM-SD) which can
be used for clustering web pages. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no other published work on machine learning
for general web page ranking issues.
3 Experimental Results
In this section, experimental results of GNN learning var-
ious popular web page ranking algorithms are presented.
Results for PageRank and Adaptive PageRank learning us-
ing GNN were reported in [11]; it is found to be 99% and
95% accurate respectively. The performance was measured
by counting the number of on-target values, where the GNN
output is allowed to deviate up to ±5% from the actual
PageRank value to be counted as being on-target. We re-
peated the experiments by using a much newer and larger
dataset consisting of 6,835,644 Web pages which is used as
the test set, and forms the basis for the experiments given in
this paper. The results are summarized in Table 1.
It is shown that the use of the new dataset did not influ-
ence the performances obtained when training the GNN to
learn PageRank and Adaptive PageRank. The table presents
also the results when applying GNN to learn TrustRank,
HITS, and OPIC. The results show that the GNN is capa-
ble of learning most of the popular ranking schemes. We
will find later in this paper that HITS represents a non-linear
ranking scheme, and hence, poses a particular challenge for
machine learning methods. The experiments are explained
in more detail in the following.
3.1 Learning PageRank and Adaptive
PageRank using GNN
The results of GNN learning on PageRank and Adaptive
PageRank was published in [11]. The experiments in [11]
were based on training set and validation set of 4000 pages
each, and test set of 1,692,096 pages. In this paper, the
training set and validation set were 6000 randomly selected
pages each whereas the test set is over 6 million pages in
size. Training PageRank is straight forward by setting the
training target values equal to the desired PageRank value
for the pages in the training (and validation) data sets.
PageRank: The GNN is given the PageRank value for each
web page in the training dataset, and hence, the target is
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(t = PR). The results were between 98 - 99.27% on target
where on target is defined as ±5% different of GNN output
versus actually PageRank value expected. It is understood
that in web page ranking problems, the overall measurement
of performance is on how closely GNN is able to predict
the overall positioning of a specific web page. However,
a measurement on the deviation from target value is also a
valid performance measurement.
Adaptive PageRank: Personalization of PageRank [12]
is simulated by setting the target to double the PageR-
ank values for pages addressing either of two given topics
(t = 2×PR) while the PageRank for pages addressing both
topics or neither of the topics remains unchanged. Once
trained, the GNN achieved up to 95% on target. This simu-
lates an XOR situation.
Adaptive PageRank using Constraint: The GNN is not
given the target value but learns using a constraint matrix to
define if a particular topic is more important than other top-
ics. GNN also demonstrates excellent results in this experi-
ment. In these experiments > 96% of the pages addressing
important topic are ranked higher and/or the less important
pages are ranked lower2.
3.2 GNN and TrustRank
TrustRank[4] is a web page ranking algorithm which
targets to reduce the effect of spamming web pages semi-
automatically. For these experiments the same test dataset
as in Section 3.1 is used. Subgraphs were selected to form
the training set. A subgraph is formed by selecting seed
pages, then connect it to the neighborhood at d = 1, where
d is the distance to the seed node, i.e. it is one link con-
nection away from the seed page. Two different methods of
selecting the seed pages are used:
1.) Seed pages are selected randomly
2.) Balance selection where seed pages are selected
through an even sampling of trusted pages (as defined in
TrustRank) so that in the training dataset there will be an
even distribution of web pages of all categories.
Both types of experiments are run with training and val-
idation set size of up to 60,000 subgraphs. When using
randomly selected seed pages, the maximum performance
obtained by a trained GNN is 55%. Experiment showed
that the performance does not increase for larger training
datasets. Investigations showed that the GNN is not able to
generalize satisfactorily when the training set is unbalanced.
The experiments with randomly selected seed pages indi-
cates a strong unbalance bias in the training dataset. Thus,
in the experiments with balanced selection of seed pages,
the selection of training set ensures that balanced samples
of all types of pages are selected instead of just focusing on
2No target values were used in training, so performance measurement
can only be done on comparing the rank of pages addressing important
versus pages addressing less important topic
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Figure 1. Ranking positional graph for root
set Rσ GNN Learning on HITS
the seed pages. By utilizing a balanced selection procedure
for the seed pages, the GNN performance increases to 86%
accuracy.
The reason that GNN learning on TrustRank is not able
to achieve as good performance as GNN learning on PageR-
ank is that TrustRank simulates a biased PageRank, with a
bias vector θ, θ = 0 for the spam pages. The existence of
this bias obviously affected the learning of GNN. However,
the exact reasons of why this should be so is not yet known.
3.3 GNN and HITS
HITS[7] is a page ranking algorithm which is based on
authority and hubs. The intuition is that a good author-
ity points to a good hub and vice versa. It is known that
HITS is a fragile ranking method in that the rank value of
Web pages in the Internet can change dramatically when
the topology of the web graph is disturbed. Hence, it is ex-
pected that HITS is a particularly challenging task for the
GNN to learn. In HITS, a root set Rσ is constructed using
some information retrieval method; in our case, they are re-
trieved via a score which is generated by the naı̈ve Bayes
classifier. Rσ in the experiments is 120 pages in size. Rσ is
then connected with neighborhood pages of d = 2 to form
a base set Sσ of 6071 pages.
The HITS algorithm is executed on Sσ to obtain the au-
thority values of each page. For the experiments, a training
set of 1214 seed pages, validation set of 1214 seed pages,
and test set of 3643 seed pages together with all the seeds’
neighboring pages are used respectively.
Figure 1 shows the ranking positional graph results of Sσ
of GNN output. The graph is plotted based on the position
of pages based on GNN ranking (y-axis) versus the position
of pages based on HITS ranking (x-axis). The nearer the
dots are to the diagonal, the better performance of GNN.
In GNN learning HITS, the performance measurements
used for PageRank are not appropriate. This is due to the
fact that the target values of HITS are not stable. It is pos-
sible that the authority and hub values of HITS may reach
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Figure 2. Min-Max-Avg of GNN Output Error
∞ or −∞. For the same measurement, the on target pages
for GNN learning HITS is only at 42.86%. However, when
evaluating the performance of GNN with ranking positional
graphs, it can be observed that the pages ranking positions
are similar for GNN output as well as HITS output.
3.4 GNN and OPIC
OPIC[1] is an online ranking algorithm which ranks Web
pages as they are crawled. For the experiments, a training
set and validation set of 30,000 subgraphs are used. It is
noted that unlike other discussed ranking algorithm so far,
OPIC does not produce a stable rank value but the value
changes as the algorithm progresses. The measure for OPIC
rank is taken at the full 10,000 cycle over the whole graph.
Due to the memory limitation of size and learning cycle
required for OPIC learning, the experiments are carried out
on “islands of subgraph” where a core set of nodes are se-
lected then connected into a size of about 1 million pages.
Some nodes exist in multiple islands due to the connectiv-
ity3. Figure 2 shows the Min-Max-Avg (in a total of 10 ex-
periments) GNN output error with relates to distance from
the core set. Due to this, in the case that a node exists in
more then 1 island, the GNN output of the result with the
nearest to the core is used. The performance of GNN learn-
ing OPIC is measured as shown in Section 3.1 and GNN
has achieved 88.36% accuracy.
4 Conclusions
From the various experiments conducted using GNN to
learn different web page ranking mechanisms, it can be con-
cluded that a suitably trained GNN can serve as a generic
web page ranking framework. Once trained, the GNN ex-
hibits a linear computational efficiency, and hence, is suit-
able to rank large sets of unseen web pages not used in
the training and the validation datasets. The significance
of the observations made in this paper lies in the fact that
GNN can be the tool for achieving ranking methods which
are hard to realize algorithmically. For example, it is pos-
3In the test dataset, 58% of nodes exist in more then 1 island
sible to conduct a user survey so as to identify user pref-
erences in the ranking of documents. It is a hard task to
translate such responses, which involve a cognitive pro-
cess, into an algorithmic description. The finding of this
paper suggests that it is possible to train a GNN on arbi-
trary ranking schemes for the web. Work is currently con-
ducted towards establishing web page ranking using user
perceptions on the quality of ranking by using the GNN ap-
proach. The reader is invited to participate on the survey at
http://vault.uow.edu.au/searchcmp/
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